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The FerroStrada SMART Solar (fence) Panel is an innovative, versatile and highly 
effective perimeter, boundary and security fence developed with the intended purpose of 
creating renewable solar energy.

Developed as an integrated environmental noise barrier and complying with EN1793 & 
EN1794, the SMART Solar (fence) panel has been adapted to function as a security, 
segregation and boundary fence application.

The concept is based on a series of purposely designed uprights.  Between the uprights a 
conclusive selection of adaptable infill panels can be incorporated.  These can range from 
types of palisade, chain link, wire mesh, laminated hoarding, environmental noise 
barriers, Perspex and toughened glass.  There are no limits or restrictions to the 
applications and when required a combination of infill panels can be implemented, for 
example, a chain link lower section with environmental noise panel directly above.
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On the opposite side, a special bespoke frame is fastened to the 
rear of the uprights to house photovoltaic (pv) panels.  The 
framework has been carefully designed to ensure each row is 
exposed to the sun without shadowing to maximise its ability to 
create renewable energy.



The Smart Solar Panel (SSP) has the ability to provide noise absorption and sound 
proofing according to EN 1793 and EN 1794.  Tested for Wind Load and Stone Impacts 
the SSP is also compliant with EN 14388, EN ISO 10140-2 and EN ISO 717-1 making it 
compatible for all types of infrastructure works in both public and private sectors.

Smart Noise Barrier
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SSP Performance Test Results

Sound Absorption Class A4 to EN 1793

Sound Proofing Class B3 to EN 1793

Wind Load 2.00 kN/m2 to EN 1794

Stone Impact Max.dia.25mm max depth 8mm to EN 1794

PV module Power (Pmax) 170 – 190 Wp

PV Temp. Coefficient FV (Pmax) -0.46 %  /  oC



Smart Noise Barrier

Absorbing noise pollution
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The new and innovative RailNoise A and RailNoise 
AR is an effective Integrated sound deadening, 
sound proofing road safety  environmental barrier.  
Crash tested according to the test conditions 
stipulated under BS EN 1317, the RailNoise 
conforms to containment class N2 and an impressive 
H4a making it suitable to be installed on structures 
bridging railway lines or infrastructure beside 
perilous conditions. 

Its unique style and performance means it can retain 
the heaviest of vehicles whilst limiting the working 
width to a Vehicle Intrusion of just 4 thus out 
performing the majority of steel only bridge parapet 
systems.   

Having an Acceleration Severity Index of B means 
RailNoise is kind to smaller vehicles and 
motorcyclists, again out performing the more rigid 
concrete products. 

RAILNOISE A - AR

VERY HIGH CONTAINMENT H4a 
Integrated sound-deadening and road safety barrier
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Just 450mm in width means the RailNoise Integrated 
High Containment Sound Barrier can be installed on 
both new build and refurbishment projects.  Its light 
weight, easy to handle and install features means the 
system can be selected on ageing infrastructure 
where weight and excessive forces are causing safety 
issues to the structure. 

The versatility of the system means that it can 
supplied in overall heights of 2.2m - 2.5m - 3.0m  - 
4.0m and 5.0m as standard. 

A tilting upper element can be added to help keep 
noise funnelled and away from neighbouring 
buildings. 

The RailNoise AR differs from the RailNoise A by 
the introduction of an upper diffraction device that is 
referred to as a Octagonal Reducer and  
Elliptical Reducer, whilst 
maintaining the same performance.

H4a crash tested environmental noise barrier

The purpose of SSP noise barrier option is to offer two primary environmental functions;

• Absorb noise pollution
• Create renewable solar energy.

The purposely designed IPE uprights can be installed between 2.0m and 3.6m apart.  Steel 
or aluminium cassettes manufactured with a male / female locking system, filled with a 
high quality mineral wool treated to resist inclement weather conditions, are lowered 
between the uprights and secured in-situ with an EPDM rubber seal. Each cassette is 
623mm in height and installed in segments allowing range flexibility particularly useful 
on gradients or confined spaces.

The system has been tested in a reverberation chamber and designed to absorb noise 
pollution including sound rebounding off surfaces exacerbated by the interaction between 
warm and cold air. Each cassette is manufactured with perforated holes of different 
diameters punched into the front surface exposed to noise and blanked off at the rear. In 
some cases a 45o inclined top row can be incorporated to benefit noise absorption 
properties.



Smart Solar Panel
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The SMART Solar (fence) panel has the unique capacity of creating renewable solar 
energy.

Located on the blind side of the environmental barrier, a purposely developed framework 
(housing unit) is installed to secure the high performance photovoltaic (pv) panels.  The 
pv panels are unique to the device and are strategically mounted at angles calculated to 
eliminate shadowing optimising energy creating performance.

To further enhance its energy creating abilities, and depending on location, the housing 
unit can be installed on both sides of the device and an additional row of photovoltaic 
panels along the top to provide an all-round optimisation.

The electrical cabling is neatly enclosed in concealed trunking hidden inside the housing 
units passing longitudinally along the device to a battery storage unit relevant to the 
requirements.



Smart High Security Panel
The versatility of the SMART Solar (fence) panel is realised by its ability to function as a 
high security system in both temporary and permanent conditions.

The system can be installed up to 7m in overall height as standard and can be mounted on 
either permanent ground footings or on prefabricated concrete vertical barriers.  There are 
two standard designs of temporary concrete barriers available depending on requirements 
and wind load of the local area.  In extreme cases, our prefabricated concrete division will 
produce bespoke temporary concrete barriers ad-hoc.

For enabling works and site compounds, the use of a less intrusive temporary security 
fence solutions capable of generating renewable solar energy could be an invaluable 
contribution towards achieving Net Zero results.

A quick release cable detach mechanism and portable battery storage units help facilitate 
relocating the device in and around the site with ease.  
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High Security Fence 
Creating Solar Energy 

Just 200m of SSP at 2.5m in height 
creates at least 50,425 kWh energy per 
annum sufficient to supply a medium 
sized enterprise.
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